The story of the Trojan War inspired much of the poetry and art of ancient Greece and, like so many of the other stories of antiquity, has gripped the imagination of later ages. The story was popular in the medieval period, but not in the Homericform we follow today. For although he was "a mervellous clerk, both wise and learn- The first important medieval account of the
century. His lively version was done over into dull, thirteenth-century Latin by the Sicilian
The center of the field is occupied by the sagittary, "a meruayllous beste that behynde the myddes was an hors and to fore a man," who "had his eyen reed as a coole [red as a coal] and shotte right well with a bowe. This beste made the grekes sore aferd and slewe many of hem wyth his bowe." The episode of the sagittary, who was brought to the relief of Troy by an allied king, was a colorful addition to the tale. "When the knyghtes of the grekes sawe this meruayllous beste they had no will to goo forth and they that were afore began to wythholde hem and wente aback." In the tapestry the sagittary threatens with destruction a row of Greek warriers in the left corner. Above them appear the tents of the Greeks, to which "by the strengthe of the Troians and the horrour of the saggitaire the grekes were reculyd [recoiled] ." In front of the tents can be seen Diomedes, with raised sword. As the account dryly puts it, Diomedes "was not well assewryd [assured]," but "it behoved him there to shewe his puyssance." Therefore, with a frenzy born of desperation, "he gaf so grete a stroke that he slewe hym." Throughout the whole account the Greeks are never shown in so favorable a light as the Trojans.
As the meeting between Hector and Achilles in the right corner of the tapestry is largely restored, like areas around and above the sagittary, the tent scene can be better studied by turning to the beautiful earlier fragment acquired for The Cloisters (p. 77) and to the more complete hanging at Zamora. Hector, at the right, dominates the group-Hector, "flower of manhood, ground of chivalrie, so huge made, so wel growe on lengthe, there was never man that fully myght attayne to the prowes of this worthi knyght, of alle good I fynde he was the beste." In the center is Agamemnon, the leader of the Greeks, shorter than Hector but still "large, noble, eloquent, prudent." Behind Hector is a fragmentary figure, Menelaus, the aggrieved husband of Helen and the brother of Agamemnon. Only a fraction of his face is visible, but his whole figure, inscribed with his name, appears in the hanging at Zamora, as well as Hector's horse, held by his groom. On the left is Achilles, "blond, great-chested, with large and mighty limbs and well-curled hair, most fierce in battle," who had "no pareyll ne like to hym amonge alle the Grekes." Yet even this favorable impression is later modified by his treacherous slaying of Hector when he was off guard.
The meeting in the tent is well described by Caxton: "As they spack to geder of many thynge Achilles sayde to Hector I haue grete playsir to see the unarmed for as moche as I had neuer seen the to fore. But yet I shall haue more playsir whan the day shall come that thou shalt dye of my hande whyche thyng I most desire. For I knowe the to be moche stronge. And I haue often tymes prouyd hit unto the effusion of my blood. At the top and bottom of the Museum's large tapestries there are rhymed couplets, which copy no known literary or dramatic source and may have been specially written for them. Those at the top are in French, those at the bottom in Latin. The same couplets are found on the backs of a series of small-scale drawings, identical to the tapestries, made by Jean Le Tavernier, a painter who worked for the Burgundian court. These drawings, now in the Louvre, may come from the three portfolios of sketches of the Trojan War stories for which Philip the Good paid Le Tavernier in I455. They may well have been used as the "petits patrons," or models, from which were drawn the full-scale cartoons for the weaving of the tapestries less than twenty years later. A less likely explanation is that they are copies of the finished tapestries.
The sagittary tapestry still has most of its French inscription, somewhat abbreviated when the tapestry was repaired. A reconstruction of the doggerel couplets is as follows:
